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A WORD FROM THE CHAIR
Over the last few weeks we have been able to bring to
you some online talks, each with its own focus on
different themes. For the first two the focus was on
what we can do at home, in the house and out the
back. Our third talk, in collaboration with the
Documengtary Group, ventured much further afield and
gave us a glimpse of the time and effort that goes into
creating books and exhibitions.

I’d like to thank our speakers, John Gravett, Alyn
Wallace and Chloe Dewe Mathews, for their thoughtful

and interesting talks. Chloe’s talk was reviewed by RPS President Dr Alan Hodgson
HERE. If you missed the talks you can at least see our speakers’ work on their
websites:

www.johngravett.com

alynwallacephotography.com

www.chloedewemathews.com

I’d also like to thank the team that pulled these talks together, namely: Jeff
Hargreaves, Rex Waygood, Deborah Loth and Chas Hockin. Unfortunately, Chas has
had to step down for personal reasons and thanks to Sue Vaines and Janet Haines
for stepping in temporarily to help us with our next talks. There is quite a bit of
work to do to get these talks organised and run, and we can do with more help. If
you are interested in helping please get in touch with either Deborah or myself.

Ian Race
DIG Chair
digchair@rps.org

MONTHLY ONLINE COMPETITION
The winner of our May competition was ‘Birdwatching’ by Lin Collins LRPS, featured
on the cover. (For more information about the friendly monthly competition, visit
www.rps.org/DIGMonComp.)

Lin Collins LRPS
'Birdwatching' was very much a result of lockdown. I
have long admired the work of creative photographers,
and the images created both in camera and in post
production, but only in the last few weeks have I found
the time to explore the genre further myself.

Faced with fewer opportunities for photography
outside of my own garden, and limited to only a very
short daily 'bimble' with an elderly dog, I sought
inspiration on the internet and was delighted to

discover the creative images and wonderfully inspiring tutorials of Glenys Garnett. I
have for some time been experimenting with textures and blend modes and now,
armed with new knowledge, I had the time to experiment further.

This image was inspired by the original texture which was itself created from two
separate textures. It formed the background layer and seemed almost a landscape
in itself. It is overlaid with several further images, brought together using a
combination of masking, blend modes and varying opacities. Finally I used Look-up
tables to bring the whole image together and achieve the atmosphere I was
looking for.

I found the process both enjoyable and totally absorbing, and 'Birdwatching' has
since become the first in a series of images created in a similar vein.

WELCOME
In addition to our usual features and listings of events of interest to members -
including some optimistically planned for the autumn and into next year - this
month’s newsletter has a report from the Digital Imaging Group Print Circle. I’d also
like to draw your attention to our plea for help. We really need someone to take up
the now vacant role of Web Editor. Your special interest group needs you!

Deborah Loth
DIG News Editor
dignews@rps.org

mailto:https://rps.org/news/bristol/2020/may/travel-documentary-and-fine-art/
https://www.johngravett.com
https://alynwallacephotography.com
http://www.chloedewemathews.com
mailto:digchair@rps.org
https://www.rps.org/DIGMonComp
mailto:dignews@rps.org
https://newatlas.com/digital-cameras/lockdown-gallery-agora-best-quarantine-photography/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=957538fa8d-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_26_12_52&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-957538fa8d-93016561
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Second place was ‘Reflections Coventry Cathedral’ by Mike Kitchingman.
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Third place was ‘Evening in Town’ by Jenni Cheeseman. DIGITAL IMAGING GROUP PRINT CIRCLE
Andrew Brochwicz-Lewinski ARPS has kindly contributed the following
report on the activities of the DIG Print Circle, a group who circulate prints
by post, commenting on each others’ work and choosing their six
favourites in order of preference. If you are interested or want further
information, contact Andrew at abroch@btinternet.com.

Gosh! It is only about 15 months since my last report on our activities, but hasn’t
the world changed so much in the meantime. We have managed to complete six
rounds in the period. Well, not exactly six print rounds, as we had to abort our usual
postal method for transmitting our print folio due to the virus. Our last folio had to
change to DPI (which for a Print group clearly must stand for ‘Don’t Print It’).

Being a print group, It is obvious that we all prefer looking at prints, and enjoy the
time to look at each entry on paper at leisure and see the comments already made
by colleagues as well as adding our own words of wisdom. However, we are finding

‘Oriental Lily’ by Dennis Russ LRPS

mailto:abroch@btinternet.com
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that electronic transmission does have some different benefits. Our normal Print
Folio takes nearly six months to complete its circulation, giving each member two
weeks to receive, assess, comment and score the entries, add their own new print
and then post on. The DPI round, going simultaneously to all of us, completed in
just 10 days with each member giving comments and scores by email at the same
time. The comments, being passed round by email, meant we all had instant advice
from 11 good photographers on what was good and what could be improved in
our submitted images. It may very well be that as a result of a few DPI rounds, when
we return to prints we will alter the way we communicate comments to make that
part of the operation more streamlined.

The one thing that has not changed due to the virus is that we have not become
more unanimous in our verdicts. Like all good (and bad) judges, we all see images
from a different and personal perspective. It is that which makes photography so
fascinating: there is rarely a ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. Thus in any club or international
contest, an image may score a 20 or an acceptance (or even ribbon), and in the
next get chucked out with the rubbish.

So how have we fared in these six rounds? The way we vote on each round is we
choose our top six from the 11 images (excluding our own of course). A first choice

‘Exeter Cathedral’ by Ken Wilkie LRPS

scores six and then the score goes down to one for sixth place. Thus the maximum
score possible is 66, ie 11 people giving one image the top score. Normally a
winner scores in the mid 40s; it is very rare for anyone to score over 50. It is good
that our top scorers this time covered a wide swathe of interests, ranging from
studio images through street/candid portrait, flowers, landscapes to pattern.

‘Misty Autumn Walk’ by Fran Kennedy LRPS

‘Non Object (Door)’ by Rex Waygood
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Possibly our marking system, like in all Salons, may tend to reduce the chances of
very quirky or photo-journalistically strong images – these may tend to be loved by
a few but distrusted by a few more. So it is not necessarily true that scoring a low
mark means that an image is weak.

Having said that, the images pictured in this article all came first or second in their
round, and deserve their accolades. They are from seven different members. Only
three people actually won a round. That means that one member had more success
than the rest of us. That person was John Shaw ARPS who won 4 rounds with some
outstanding images. But even he did not have unanimous approval. For example,
the most unanimously loved image was ‘Pre-Raphaelite Beauty’, scoring a rare 53

‘In a Church Porch’ by Andrew Brochwicz-Lewinski ARPS

‘Georgia’ by Peter Brook LRPS

points – but even that, while placed highly by everyone, was only actually placed
first by four of the 11 of us! I wonder which of our images each of you think is best?

Our next DPI round will have already started by the time you read this. With any
luck, we will not need too many of them before print service resumes. I also hope
that our membership continues to be stable. Since last time we lost one person and
quickly welcomed a new member who has already contributed some valuable
images and comments. We need to try to stick at 12 members. Too many and the
whole folio process becomes too cumbersome. Too few and the competitive
element weakens. So I, as organiser, pray for continued stabilit
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‘Thames Barge’ by Ken Wilkie LRPS
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‘Pre-Raphaelite Beauty’ by John Shaw ARPS‘A Moment in Time’ by John Shaw ARPS
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A UK MEMBER
This month Brian McCarthy FRPS, a member of Grimsby Photographic Society, has
chosen to share with us some images of a work in progress, showing how he
creates his images. You can check out his FRPS panel on his RPS profile page.

Brian McCarthy FRPS
I have a set of 3 distinctions all gained on first attempts.
I don’t think I possess any natural talent for
photography but I am tenacious. I did read the criteria
carefully for each level before starting out, and more
importantly thought that I understood what was
required and then tried to produce panels that the
great and good might have not seen before.

For the A and F panels draft statements of intent along
with storyboards were created, as well as individual
drawings and notes for each image to help keep me on
track. I would select one thumbnail from the storyboard
and work on that until I was happy before moving on.

Oscar Cooks and the Central Garage from circa 1950s

‘Central Garage - A Visitor’ by Brian McCarthy

All images were created from scratch, lit and photographed in the shed. It’s not
good to use any old images prior to the SOI. Make sure they are all fresh, and stick
to something you have a passion for, it will show through in your work.

I like to think I make photographs, not take them. I have a need to have full control
over all aspects of the image. I don’t tend to do landscape, street and stuff like that
now..the cows and trees are always in the wrong place. I used to, but not now. My
work now is based on what i like to call “Theatrical Still Life”, creating images that
might be true.

My latest project is for a short animation. The basic premise is to make models of
buildings that have played a significant part in my life.

I then create different scenes and scenarios that might have been true in this multi-
universe in which I live.

Oscar Cooks Shop is where Lesley (my wife) had a Saturday job in the late 1960s.

The Central Garage is where I worked when I left school in 1964, and our house
which we moved into in the mid 1970’s when we got married.

https://www.johngravett.com
https://rps.org/rps-member-portfolio/?portfolioRequestedMemberId=15289&displayUrl=Brian-McCarthy
https://www.johngravett.com
https://rps.org/rps-member-portfolio/?portfolioRequestedMemberId=15289&displayUrl=Brian-McCarthy
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‘Oscar Cooks - Abandoned’ by Brian McCarthy

Green screen version

‘Our House - Trouble Brewing’ by Brian McCarthy

Green screen version
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SPOTLIGHT ON A DIG VOLUNTEER
Malcolm Blackburn
DIG North West Centre Organiser
I joined our local camera club in 2006 and have been
chairman on three occasions. I joined the Digital
Imaging Group 2010 and was a casual member until I
went to the AGM in 2015.The North West did not have
a branch and I foolishly asked why. In answer Jay
suggested that I might like to start one!

I was surprised the next day to be contacted by Adrian
Lines to say that he wanted to help set up the new DIG

NW Group. He suggested that we use Lowton School near Warrington and offered
to organise the speakers and advertising whilst I dealt with the finances. The first
meeting was held on the 27th September 2015. Further meetings took place on the
10th January and the 1st May with Adrian in the lead. By our next meeting in
November, Adrian had too many things to do and I took over.

I was joined by John Hartley, Peter Jarvis and Andrew Williams who have been
responsible for producing the web pages and sending out all the emails to our local
friends on the mailing list, arranging broadcasts via the RPS and emailing club
secretaries. They have made my life much easier and I am exceedingly grateful for
their help. It would be good to have a volunteer to look after the finances as well.
This year has been difficult for us as a storm stopped our March meeting and
COVID-19 has been the problem since then. I hope that the September meeting
will be normal, but we do have on-line arrangements ready if required.

HELP WANTED!
We need your help, please. We need YOU to volunteer. The main DIG Committee
needs to find a new Web Editor to start as soon as possible. Unfortunately, our
existing long term Web Editor, Chas Hockin, is standing down after many years of
loyal service. Chas wrote a description of his role in the November 2019 edition of
DIG News. In addition to keeping the website up-to-date, the Web Editor sits on
the DIG Committee. As a Committee we only meet face-to-face twice a year, and
all other meetings are conducted using video conferencing. DIG covers all out of
pocket expenses. You would be working with a lively, happy, team of welcoming
individuals, so you would quickly feel at home.

Please don’t sit back thinking someone else will do it: we don’t mind being crushed
in the rush! You do not need to be a rocket scientist, though rocket scientists are
very welcome to apply. For more information or to volunteer please contact
digchair@rps.org or dignews@rps.org, or speak directly to any of the DIG
Committee if you know them personally.

http://rps.org/DIGPDI
https://issuu.com/royalphotographicsociety/docs/dig_news_november_2019
https://issuu.com/royalphotographicsociety/docs/dig_news_november_2019
mailto:digchair@rps.org
mailto:dignews@rps.org
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WELCOME to our new members...
David Barrett LRPS Bath
Michaela Boyes Waterlooville
Amber Burton Bournemouth
Ashish Chalapuram Mumbai
Stephen Cowey Dunfermline
Margaret Carol Davison LRPS High Peak
Jean Devasagayam Saltburn-by-the-Sea
Howard Fisher LRPS Nottingham
Mark Gillan Wemyss Bay
Kevin Harwood Pulborough
John Hunting Cambridge
Tania Hutchings Torquay
Charana Jayasuriya Sri Lanka
Jeff Kelsey Fleet
David Major Market Drayton
Lynn Middleton-Flynn Exmouth
Carmel Morris ARPS Yarm
Brian O'Callaghan Reading
Martin Parratt ARPS Letty Green
Steve Peel Crawley
Jay Richards Torquay
Sarah Robinson Bristol
Jean Robson LRPS Lockerbie
Samantha Ruth Derby
Timothy Sanders LRPS Bideford
Dan Simpson United States
Mark Stothard LRPS Minehead
Ian Tickle Colne
John Tissandier Totnes
Glyn Trueman Morpeth
Tina Westcott LRPS Wells
David Wilson London

RPS DISTINCTIONS
The RPS has commenced a programme of online assessments for Distinctions
during the coronavirus pandemic. For more information about these and other
changes, visit the Frequently Asked Questions page HERE.

DIG EVENTS & CENTRE MEETINGS

https://rps.org/qualifications/faqs/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2020/june/dig-se-steve-gosling-the-nature-of-creativity/
http://www.rps.org/DIGOnline4
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2020/september/diwesternduncanarmour/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2020/september/di-thames-valley-2020-09-20/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2020/october/di-thames-valley-2020-10-18/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2020/november/dig-eastern-linda-wevill-2020-11-08/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2020/november/di-thames-valley-2020-11-15/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2020/november/diwestern-di-wilkins/
https://rps.org/events/groups/digital-imaging/2021/january/di-western-2021-01-31/
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RPS DISTINCTIONS LIVE FREE TALKS
The RPS Distinctions continues with its season of talks with well-known
photographers who will talk about their work and their influences. All talks are free
and begin at 17.50 BST every Thursday. These talks are delivered online via Zoom,
and although they are free it is necessary to register.

June 4
Robert Friel ARPS talking to Janet Haines ARPS about his Fine Art Associate panel,
which was shot through the window of a moving train and edited on his mobile
phone.

June 11
Sarah Dow ARPS talks to Peter Hayes FRPS about how her Contemporary Associate
panel helped her to overcome a series of personal traumas, including several
cancers, the death of her parents, abuse, divorce and mental illness.

June 18
Dr Michael Pritchard FRPS talks to Stewart Wall ARPS about the History of
Photography, cameras and the RPS Research assessment panel.

June 24
Ria Mishaal FRPS talks to Sue Brown FRPS about her Fine Art Fellowship panel,
which puts children together with their favourite animals.

July 2
Trevor Yerbury FRPS talks to Peter Hayes FRPS about his family tradition of
photographing Fine Art nudes.

July 9
Tessa Mills FRPS discusses Contemporary photography with Stewart Wall ARPS.

July 16
Paul Colley FRPS explains to Stewart Wall ARPS how he achieved a Research
Fellowship by investigating different ways of photographing bats.

THE DIG ONLINE DISCUSSION GROUP
If you’re feeling a bit isolated and would like to hang out and chat about
photography, please drop by the Digital Imaging Group on Facebook where you
can also ask – and answer - questions. You’ll need to join it before you can
participate, but the advantage is that it’s a closed group open only to DIG
members. It’s especially useful if you are experiencing FOMO - Fear Of Missing Out
- as a number of useful things often show up there first.

THE RPS WEBSITE
The ‘new’ RPS website has been live since November, but may still be proving a
challenge to some. For guidance from the RPS on website basics, visit https://
rps.org/new-website. For detailed information on setting up your profile and how
to set up a gallery, visit https://rps.org/media/i3aaf51z/myrps-editing.pdf.

If you have not had an opportunity to explore the site, you might want to take a
look at the President’s news page from Dr Alan Hodgson: https://rps.org/about/
president-news/.

You’ll also find good original content published by Sue and Jonathan Vaines for the
DIG Eastern Centre and the East Anglia Region.

For everyone’s convenience, we include this list of shortcuts to the main Digital
Imaging Group pages at the end of each newsletter.

Digital Imaging Group website shortcuts:

DIG Home page www.rps.org/DIG
Membership www.rps.org/DIGMembership
Committee www.rps.org/DIGCommittee
News www.rps.org/DIGNews
Monthly Competition www.rps.org/DIGMonComp
Print Circle www.rps.org/DIGCircle
AGM www.rps.org/DIGAGM
Print Exhibition www.rps.org/DIGExhibition
PDI www.rps.org/DIGPDI
Tutorials www.rps.org/DIGTutorials
Publications www.rps.org/digpubs

There are links to all the Centres from the DIG Home Page.

The three members-only links (DIGIT Archive, Accolade and Welcome Page) are to
be found in the email message announcing this newsletter.

https://rps.org/events/bristol/2020/june/distinctions-live-talks-robert-friel-arps/
https://rps.org/events/bristol/2020/june/distinctions-live-talks-sarah-dow-arps/
https://rps.org/events/bristol/2020/june/distinctions-live-talks-dr-michael-pritchard-frps/
https://rps.org/events/bristol/2020/june/distinctions-live-talks-ria-mishaal-frps/
https://rps.org/events/bristol/2020/july/distinctions-live-talks-trevor-yerbury-frps/
https://rps.org/events/bristol/2020/july/distinctions-live-talks-tessa-mills-stewart-wall/
https://rps.org/events/bristol/2020/july/distinctions-live-talks-paul-colley-frps/
https://rps.org/new-website
https://rps.org/new-website
https://rps.org/media/i3aaf51z/myrps-editing.pdf
https://rps.org/about/president-news/
https://rps.org/about/president-news/
https://rps.org/groups/digital-imaging/dig-eastern/
https://rps.org/regions/east-anglia/
https://www.rps.org/DIG
https://www.rps.org/DIGMembership
https://www.rps.org/DIGCommittee
https://www.rps.org/DIGNews
https://www.rps.org/DIGMonComp
https://www.rps.org/DIGCircle
https://www.rps.org/DIGAGM
https://www.rps.org/DIGExhibition
https://www.rps.org/DIGPDI
https://www.rps.org/DIGTutorials
https://www.rps.org/digpubs
https://newatlas.com/digital-cameras/nature-photography-contest-2020-bigpicture-winners-gallery/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7d0aad3df5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2020_05_11_12_57&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7d0aad3df5-93016561

